DARK AWAKENINGS
RULES UPDATES AND REVISIONS 1
New Rules
Searching People
There is now a minimum time limit for looting corpses. Players must take a minimum of
30 seconds to search the body before removing the contents of the Monster Pouch. This 30
seconds may include disarming a trap in the monster pouch if detected.
Rogue 2 reduces the searching time to 20 seconds
Rogue 3 reduces the searching time to 10 seconds
Revised Rules
Wilderness Lore and Rogue Skills
During character creation, you can no longer take both Wilderness Lore and Rogue skills.
You may take the skill after character creation, but you will need to be taught by someone
who has the skill. This does not affect players who already have both skills.
Through
The cost of the Level 2 and 3 skills have been reduced slightly. In addition, the Level 3 skill
“Fatal” has been updated so that it may be performed once per level of strength per
encounter instead of just once per encounter.
Disarm
The cost of the Level 2 and 3 skills have been reduced slightly. In addition, the Level 3 skill
has been updated to include immunity from Disarm.
Removed Rules
Pink Slip System
The “Pink Slip” system by which PvP in game is authorised has been removed. Players are
reminded that this is still a PvE game, but the requirement to ask permission for PvP has
been removed as it is no longer needed. As characters have agreed to abide by the Laws
even when under contract (this will be added as a Byelaw of the Mark of Corley), there is
no longer a requirement to control this aspect of the game.
However, this is not an invitation to introduce a heavy PvP element into the game and the
referees will continue to monitor the situation. Should this become a problem, the Pink Slip
system will be brought back.
Updated Information
Stats
Information has been added to clarify the purpose of the table in the stats section.
The table has been updated to include the level costs.

